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Difference electron density maps, based on structure factor amplitudes and experimental phases from crystals of wild-type turnip
yellow mosaic virus and those of empty capsids prepared by freeze–thawing, show a large portion of the encapsidated RNA to have an
icosahedral distribution. Four unique segments of base-paired, double-helical RNA, one to two turns in length, lie between 33-2 and
101-2 radius and are organized about either 2-fold or 5-fold icosahedral axes. In addition, single-stranded loops of RNA invade the
pentameric and hexameric capsomeres where they contact the interior capsid surface. The remaining RNA, not seen in electron density
maps, must serve as connecting links between these secondary structural elements and is likely icosahedrally disordered. The distribution
of RNA observed crystallographically appears to be in agreement with models based on biochemical data and secondary structural
analyses.
D 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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TYMV (Markham and Smith, 1949) is a tymovirus of
T = 3 icosahedral symmetry whose capsid is composed of
180 subunits of identical sequence, and a positive sense
single strand of genomic RNA of 6319 nucleotides (Hirth
and Givord, 1988). A subgenomic strand, coding for the
coat protein alone, is also found in some virions (Pleij et
al., 1977b). The subunits are grouped into three classes, A,
B, and C, which are quasi-equivalent in conformation and
neighborhood interactions, and which form the pentameric
capsomeres (A subunits) and hexameric capsomeres (B
and C subunits) of the virion. The structure of TYMV was
previously solved by X-ray crystallography and refined to
3.2-2 resolution at 22 8C (Canady et al., 1996). A closely
related tymovirus, Desmodium Yellow Mottle Virus
(DYMV), has also been solved, but to 2.7-2 resolution
(Larson et al., 2000).
One of the earliest observations regarding TYMV is that
preparations of the virus from natural sources contain0042-6822/$ - see front matter D 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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E-mail address: amcphers@uci.edu (A. McPherson).another component with a lower buoyant density on CsCl
gradients referred to as btop componentQ. This is composed
of native or near native protein capsids that lack RNA
(Matthews, 1960). A preparation of particles identical in
most respects to this top component can be made by
thawing intact virions from liquid nitrogen temperatures
(Kaper and Siberg, 1969) or by other means such as pH
change (Keeling and Matthews, 1982) and high pressure
(Leimkuhler et al., 2001) (for reviews, see references
(Givord et al., 1972; Kaper, 1975; Michels et al., 1999)).
These other preparations are collectively referred to as
artificial top component (ATC).
The only other analysis of empty and native T = 3 plant
virions was reported for Physalis Mottle Virus (PhMV).
Crystals of the intact virions were solved to 3.8-2 resolution
by X-ray crystallography (Krishna et al., 1999) and this was
followed by a study of crystals of the empty capsids at 3.2 2
(Krishna et al., 2001). In those studies, however, the crystals
were not isomorphous and no direct difference Fourier maps
were possible. A comparison of the structures of the native
and empty virions apparently did not reveal ordered RNA.
One difference between TYMV and other icosahedral
plant viruses is that amino terminal polypeptides of the coat05) 245–254
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lack the capacity to form strong electrostatic interactions
with RNA phosphate groups. TYMV virions, on the other
hand, contain nearly 1% by weight of polyamines,
principally spermidine (Beer and Kosuge, 1970; Hirth and
Givord, 1988). These neutralizing polyamines, estimated to
be about 500 molecules per virion, along with an estimated
2000 Mg++ and Ca++ ions (Beer and Kosuge, 1970; Eecen
et al., 1985), assume the roles that positively charged amino
terminal polypeptides generally fulfill in plant viruses.
There has been some controversy as to whether the
encapsidated RNA of TYMV is wholly contained within a
radius of about 110 2, corresponding to the interior surface
of the protein capsid, or whether it penetrates into the
cavities of the pentameric and/or hexameric capsomeres of
the virion (see Fig. 1 from Hirth and Givord, 1988). Witz
and colleagues (Jacrot et al., 1977; Jonard et al., 1976; Witz
et al., 1993), based on low angle X-ray and neutron
scattering, have argued the former, while Klug (Finch and
Klug, 1966; Klug et al., 1966) presented evidence support-
ing the latter. It was generally agreed by both, however, that
there is a definite, discrete organization to the RNA in
TYMV.
Two other studies indicated that the RNA not only has a
unique distribution, but also provided some glimpses of the
encapsidated conformation. These are the cryoelectron
microscopy comparison of native virions and empty capsids
conducted by Bottcher and Crowther (1996), and the X-ray
structure determination of TYMV by Canady et al. (1996).
Though differing in some detail, due to the different
experimental conditions, they were in agreement on some
features. Chief among these was that certain regions of the
RNA appeared to be consistent with the icosahedral
symmetry of the virus particle. Furthermore, the ordered,
condensed RNA was organized into layers, with masses of
density particularly disposed about the 3-fold axes, and with
a layer of density in close proximity to the interior of the
protein capsid.
To further define the distribution of RNA structural
elements within TYMV virions, we undertook a crystallo-
graphic comparison, using difference Fourier syntheses, of
the empty capsids and the native virus. This was carried out
using flash frozen crystals which, presumably, more closely
resemble the conditions of the cryoelectron microscopy
study (Bottcher and Crowther, 1996). The X-ray analysis
reveals that a large proportion of the nucleic acid inside the
virion indeed exhibits icosahedral order, and it provides a
more detailed image of its overall arrangement.Fig. 1. A section through the difference electron density map calculated
between flash-frozen crystals of native TYMV virions and empty capsids
(ATC). The Fourier synthesis incorporated vector differences between the
two structure factor sets [ATYMV–AATC, BTYMV–BATC] as suggested by
Johnson (Johnson and Rueckert, 1997; Tsuruta et al., 1998), following
refinement of initial phases obtained by positioning the TYMV model
derived at 22 8C into the frozen unit cell. Data from the crystals were
collected to 2.9-2 resolution, although the map used for building the RNA
model, that is shown here, was computed at 3.8 2.Results
The native TYMV model at 22 8C was refined previously
to 3.2-2 resolution and an R of 0.187 (Canady et al., 1996).
The structure of TYMV in the flash-cooled crystals used in
this analysis was refined again because of small changes inthe unit cell of about 1% on a and 1% on c. This was carried
out to 3.2 2 as described for the room temperature model
(Canady et al., 1996) though considerable additional data
was included that extended to 2.9-2 resolution. The TYMV
model in the flash-cooled crystals was then used to calculate
initial phases for phase refinement (Rossmann and Arnold,
2001) in order to subsequently form vector differences
(Johnson and Rueckert, 1997; Tsuruta et al., 1998). The
same procedure was carried out with the ATC crystal
structure as well. The capsid protein structures at 173 8C
and 22 8C were virtually identical, having an rmsd for all
atoms of 0.98 2, and 0.62 2 for main chain atoms alone.
The coefficients for the Fourier syntheses were Fobs for the
TYMV crystals minus Fobs measured from the correspond-
ing crystals of the RNA free ATC, after appropriate scaling.
The residual after scaling ATC Fobs to TYMV Fobs was 0.15.
There was one noteworthy region in the models where a
significant alteration between the 22 8C and 173 8C
structures for both native and ATC virions was observed.
Upon freezing, there appears to be some movement in the
positions of the FG loops of the A subunits and, to a lesser
extent, the B and C subunits. These loops form the interior
surfaces of the distal cusps of the capsomeres, and restrict,
or possibly control, entry into the virion along the 5-fold and
3-fold axes. These were observed to be poorly ordered,
especially within the pentameric capsomeres of the native
22 8C structure, and are observed to be so in both the flash-
cooled wild-type virions and ATC as well. A similar
observation of this loop movement was recently made
based on the structure of ATC in another crystal form, also
at 173 8C (van Roon et al., 2004).
Difference Fourier maps were computed at a series of
resolutions ranging from 6 2 to 3.0 2. A low-resolution
cutoff of 50 2 was applied in all cases. The features
described below were consistent among the resolution
ranges. At resolutions greater than 3.8 2, however, the
Fig. 2. A section through the helical segment of RNA coaxial with the
5-fold axis, which displays the characteristic ladder arrangement of density
having 3.6-2 spacing.
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lose continuity. This is, no doubt, indicative of the inherent
statistical disorder of the RNA within the virions. Most of
the analysis we report here is based on 3.8-2 difference
Fouriers, as at that resolution, recognizable features of the
RNA, including individual nucleotides, were best defined
and contrast highest. Similar observations regarding reso-
lution emerged from other crystallographic investigations of
RNA (Adams et al., 2004; Ban et al., 2000; Kim et al.,
1974).
Fig. 1 is a section through the difference density viewed
along an icosahedral and crystallographic 2-fold axis in such
an orientation that 3-fold, 5-fold, and other 2-fold axes of
the virus lie in the plane. The map is characterized by
discrete, well-separated masses of density distributed
principally about icosahedral axes. These fall into two
categories, cylinders of density having diameters of aboutFig. 3. A stereo view of the difference electron density containing a segment of
TYMV. The model for this loop is superimposed.20–25 2 and lengths of about 30–35 2, and narrow density
projections that extend into and out of the cavities of the
capsomeres.
There are four unique cylinders of density, two of which
lie perpendicular to icosahedral dyad axes at 101-2 and 62-
2 radius, oriented in a manner similar to the RNA segments
in satellite tobacco mosaic virus (STMV) (Larson et al.,
1993a, 1993b, 1998). The third cylinder of density, shown
in Fig. 2, is coaxial with the 5-fold axis and is centered at
88-2 radius. Although 5-fold disordered, its ladder-like
arrangement of base pairs, with a 3.6-2 separation between
rungs, clearly persists. The fourth cylinder also lies on, but
is perpendicular to, the 5-fold axis at a radius of 33 2; it is
rotationally disordered in a manner that obscures any
structural detail. There was no difficulty in fitting single
turns of RNA helix, taken from the previously determined
structure of STMV (Larson et al., 1993a, 1993b, 1998) into
the four cylinders, demonstrating that the size and shape of
these map features are consistent with helical RNA frag-
ments of approximately one turn.
The extended projections of density that occupy the
capsomeres are recognizable as single strands of RNA that
enter and leave the capsomeric cavities by making hairpin
loops. Individual nucleotides can be resolved along the
strands, including some bases. Examples are shown in Fig.
3. Loops of 14 and 8 nucleotides in length were built into
the density of the hexameric and pentameric capsomeres,
respectively. Seven of the nucleotides in the former and two
in the latter loops coincide closely with the nucleotide
strands which were previously described in the DYMV
crystal structure (Larson et al., 2000). These ensembles of
loops occupying the two types of capsomeres are shown in
Fig. 4.
Application of icosahedral symmetry to the four unique
helices and two sets of single-stranded loops occupying the
pentameric and hexameric capsomeres produces the distri-
bution of RNA seen in Fig. 5, which accounts for virtually
all of the difference electron density in the map. An
assessment of the number of nucleotides which would be
required for full occupancy of the helical segments and
single stranded loops yields about 4440, or 70% of the total
genome. Of this, about half is in helical conformation,a single-stranded loop which enters and leaves a hexameric capsomere of
Fig. 6. In A is a stereo schematic rendering of the icosahedral asymmetric
unit of RNA derived from the icosahedrally averaged difference electron
density maps of TYMV-ATC. The coloring scheme is as in Fig. 5. The
helical segments of RNA are represented as four cylinders and the strands
invading the capsomeres as loops. The symmetry axes are indicated in blue
(2-fold), yellow (3-fold), and white (5-fold). In B, the asymmetric unit has
been expanded to create a full icosahedron of RNA secondary structural
elements. The front of the icosahedron has been cut away to show the
interior arrangement of the RNA.
Fig. 4. In orange are orthogonal views of the pentameric clusters of single-
stranded loops that penetrate the 5-fold capsomeres. The loops contain 8
nucleotides. In yellow are the clusters of six loops, each 14 nucleotides in
length, associated with each hexameric capsomere. The loops in both cases
probably include the cytosine-rich tracts that characterize TYMV RNA.
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structure (Hellendoorn et al., 1996). Fig. 6A is a schematic
rendition of the RNA secondary structural elements that
might comprise an icosahedral asymmetric unit, and Fig. 6B
its expansion to the entire virion. The packing of the four
helices and the clusters of loops essentially precludes the
existence of any additional, repetitive secondary structural
elements, thus the remaining nucleotides most probably
form a variety of icosahedrally disordered linkages between
the observed features.Fig. 5. The distribution of secondary structural elements within the TYMV
capsid. Associated with each of the 60 icosahedral operators are two helical
segments perpendicular to and intersecting dyad axes (green and blue) and
two lying parallel with (purple) and perpendicular (magenta) to the 5-fold
axes, and two clusters of single-stranded loops, hexameric (yellow) and
pentameric (orange), occupying the capsomere cavities. It is not immedi-
ately apparent from the difference Fourier maps how the remaining
nucleotides link these elements together. In A are all the secondary
structural elements lying in a plane through the coplanar 2-fold, 3-fold, and
5-fold axes. In B are all elements in the entire virus.The helices oriented perpendicular to virion dyad axes
at 101-2 radius are in contact with the interior of the
protein shell, and the loops which enter the capsomeres
are as well. These are undoubtedly fixed to some extent
by protein–RNA interactions. More interior helices,
however, cannot contact the protein, unless through the
disordered and unseen amino terminal strands of the
pentameric subunits. Otherwise, the interior helices of
RNA must assume their dispositions by virtue of tertiary
interactions with other RNA secondary structural ele-
ments. For helices on or about the 5-fold axes, clearly,
only one of the five possible orientations can be occupied
at any specific position.Discussion
Features of TYMV relevant to RNA conformation
TYMV exhibits two features, which provide clues to
the assembly, decapsidation, and the conformation of its
RNA when packaged inside the virion. The first is the
unusual base composition of its single-stranded RNA, and
the second is its capsid architecture, which relies on strong
protein–protein interactions with little contribution from
protein–RNA association (reviewed by Kaper, 1975).
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of the tymoviruses, from other common, spherical plant
viruses.
The most curious property of TYMV is the nucleotide
composition of the RNA which is composed of 39.8%
cytosine, only 17.1% guanosine, 22.6% adenosine, and
20.5% uridine (Morch et al., 1988). Estimates of base-
paired, double-helical structure of the RNA based on
spectroscopic methods have been of the order of 50–60%
(Bouley et al., 1975; Haselkorn, 1962; Witz et al., 1993).
As Bouley et al. (1975) have pointed out, this would
imply that virtually all of the A, U, and G are base
paired, but a large proportion of the cytosines must
remain unpaired. On the other hand, a detailed analysis of
the secondary structure of the TYMV RNA suggests the
based-paired nucleotides to be closer to 40%, but it is
nonetheless concluded that long single strands of unpaired
cytidines are present (Hellendoorn et al., 1996). Oligomers
of guanosine will hybridize with TYMV RNA, implying
the exposure of unpaired polycytosine stretches within the
TYMV RNA, as does the finding that 80% of the
cytosine residues could be modified by bisulfite, a
reaction normally excluded by participation in base
pairing (Briand et al., 1975). Examination of the sequence
of TYMV RNA shows 14 stretches of 6–11 consecutive
cytosine nucleotides and numerous other cytosine-rich
segments (Morch et al., 1988; Rohozinski and Hancock,
1996).
The unusually high cytosine content and polycytosine
tracts are relevant because, at pH 4.5 or less, the N3 nitrogen
of the pyrimidine of cytosine is protonated, allowing
cytosines to form two linear hydrogen bonds with the
carboxyl oxygens of aspartic and glutamic acid residues of
proteins (Jonard et al., 1976; Kaper, 1972). Based on this,
and other data, it has been proposed (Bouley et al., 1975;
Briand et al., 1975; Hellendoorn et al., 1996; Jonard et al.,
1976; Kaper, 1972) that stretches of polycytidine in the
TYMV RNA interact specifically with negatively charged
carboxyl side chains to establish continuity between the
nucleic acid and the protein capsid. As evidence that this is
in fact the case, Briand et al. (1975) showed that oligomers
of cytosine will form protein–nucleic acid complexes with
dissociated TYMV coat protein, while oligomers of the
other RNA bases will not.
An alternative mode of interaction has been proposed
based on the observation that protonated cytidines form
stable c!c base pairs and are present in hairpins within
TYMV RNA (Bink et al., 2000). Such hairpins were also
found to bind specifically to the interior of the protein shell
at low pH in the presence of spermidine. Those contacts
may be important, or even determinant, in the assembly of
TYMV (Bink et al., 2000; Briand et al., 1975). This is
further supported by independent evidence which suggests
that TYMV assembly is indeed induced by declines in pH
within plasmid membrane vesicles in response to light
(Dreher, 2004; Rohozinski and Hancock, 1996).The secondary structure of TYMV RNA
Consistent with icosahedrally disposed clusters of
secondary structural elements, as we find crystallographi-
cally, are observations that alkaline hydrolysis of TYMV
RNA in situ produces a highly condensed nucleic acid
complex composed of relatively uniform fragments of
sedimentation value 5S (Bosch et al., 1967; Halperin and
Kaper, 1967; Hellendoorn, 1996; Pleij et al., 1977a). The
implication is that the encapsidated RNA is basically a
collection of small, structurally similar, local folding units.
Indeed, if one assumes a 5S RNA to have about 120
nucleotides, then sixty of these (the number of icosahedral
operators) would sum to a value close to the number of
nucleotides comprising the genome. Computer predictions
of TYMV RNA secondary structure lend further support to
this model. They show that TYMV RNA is expected to
have a rather simple secondary structure completely devoid
of long-range interactions (Hellendoorn, 1996; Hellendoorn
et al., 1996).
Hellendoorn et al. have analyzed, based on chemical
probing, phylogenetic analysis, and computational model-
ing, the secondary structure of TYMV RNA and have
presented a structural model which consists of long
cytosine-rich tracts separated by weak stem-loop elements
(Hellendoorn, 1996; Hellendoorn et al., 1996). They
propose that the principal function of the base-paired stems
is to maintain the cytosine-rich tracts in free single-stranded
conformation so that they may form large loops which
interact with the interior surface of the protein capsid. The
stem-loop elements, which create punctuation marks along
the RNA, then project into the virion interior where they
coalesce at lower radius. For the most part, this model is in
agreement with the crystallographic results.
Other studies
Previous X-ray diffraction analyses (Canady et al., 1996)
suggested the presence of icosahedrally ordered RNAwithin
the TYMV virion and cryoelectron microscopy studies did
the same (Bottcher and Crowther, 1996). Those icosahedral
distributions of RNAwere in reasonable agreement with that
presented here, and some details are remarkably consistent.
An example is the finding of Bottcher and Crowther (1996)
of btriangles of density which we ascribe to segments of
ordered RNA, extending outwards to partly fill 3-fold holes
on the inside of the capsidQ. Prominent density masses,
consistent with those visualized here, were also identified
gathered about the 5-fold axes at lower radius.
The distribution of ordered RNA perhaps also helps to
reconcile the disagreement concerning the radial extent of
the encapsidated nucleic acid. We find that all of the helical
structural elements, those which would contribute most in
low-angle X-ray and neutron scattering experiments, are
contained within a radius of 110 2, consistent with the
results of Witz and his colleagues (Jonard et al., 1972, 1976;
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Klug and his colleagues (Finch and Klug, 1966; Klug et al.,
1966), that clusters of single strands of RNA do indeed
penetrate the capsomeres at radius greater than 110 2.
Periodicity and occupancy of the RNA domains
An icosahedral distribution of secondary structural
domains, by virtue of its repetitive nature, requires a
corresponding periodicity in the occurrence of hairpin loops
and helices along the RNA molecule, which must, in turn,
have a basis in the sequence. Furthermore, because of the
extensive usage of nucleotides by the arrangement found
here, the unseen linkages between domains must be
relatively short, perhaps only a few nucleotides, and the
order of the domains probably linear along the polynucleo-
tide chain.
The analysis above and Figs. 3–5 assume full occupancy
of RNA at the locations described, which could be true, but
the helices and loops we see represent only generic,
icosahedrally averaged RNA secondary structure. Even so,
TYMVappears to contain the greatest amount of distinctive,
ordered RNA secondary structure yet visualized within an
icosahedral virus, and it provides strict guidelines for the
conformation of the encapsidated RNA.
Inspection of the Pleij secondary structural model of the
RNA of TYMV (Hellendoorn, 1996; Hellendoorn et al.,
1996) not surprisingly reveals no precise periodicity of
secondary structural domains, nor even very convincing
approximate periodicity. On the other hand, it does consist
of a linear sequence of small folding domains, each of
unique structure and design. Each domain, though unlike
any other, nonetheless is composed of some combination of
double-stranded helical stems closed by loops. In some
cases, there are consecutive stems joined by connecting
pairs of antiparallel single strands of RNA. Evidence
suggests that the larger loops are likely to be the cytidine-
rich stretches of the RNA and to be the single strands which
interact most closely with the capsid protein on the interior
of the virion.
To reconcile the X-ray results with secondary structure
predictions, which are likely to be essentially correct even if
not so in detail, some stipulations must probably be made.
First, the position of each loop and helix indicated by the
difference Fourier is probably not occupied at every
icosahedrally symmetrical location. That is, there may be
as many as six loops in a hexameric capsomere, or five in a
pentameric capsomere, but in general there are fewer.
Similarly, most helix positions on dyad and 5-fold axes
may be occupied, but not necessarily all. This substantially
reduces the necessity for a stringently periodic secondary
structure.
The fact that empty capsids, completely lacking RNA,
are completely stable indicates that RNA binding to coat
protein is not obligatory. Capsid binding sites for RNA left
empty, therefore, are not likely to be costly in terms ofenergy. Thus, the protein capsid may be energetically
indifferent as to when RNA associates with binding sites,
or which icosahedrally equivalent sites are utilized.
A second stipulation, a virtual certainty, is that all loops
and all helices are different in length and detailed structure.
The interactions with the capsid protein are sufficiently
variable and inexact in that many different types of loops
and helices, differing significantly in conformation or detail,
may nonetheless be bound or positioned in the capsid at
symmetrically equivalent locations.
Given these two stipulations, it then appears reason-
able that the RNA may present to the protein an
ensemble of helical stems, loops, and connecting strands,
organized along a linear chain. As these are encapsidated
and condensed within the virion, loops and helices, in a
more or less orderly fashion, are bound by the coat
protein and induced to assume preferred positions which
ultimately lead to efficient packing of the RNA. The
RNA and its component helices, loops, and strands may
be somewhat fluid initially and take on their ultimate
positions and conformations only after some readjust-
ments and restructuring.
Thus the capsid, by being somewhat promiscuous in
its interactions with the RNA, accommodates itself to the
irregularities resulting from the assumed secondary
structure. The positions and conformations of the stems
and loops that appear in the difference Fourier maps may
only represent highly preferred rather than rigorously
defined dispositions. This concept is compatible with the
X-ray results, which not only reveal the most frequently
occupied locations of encapsidated RNA secondary
structural elements, but also indicate the RNA to be
statistically disordered to a high degree. This concept of
packaging is additionally attractive because it would be
consistent with the wide variation in RNA sequence, and
secondary structure, observed among the tymoviruses,
and with the ability of the virus to sustain continual
mutation in the wild.
Implications for assembly
A compelling question in understanding the folding of
encapsidated RNA is whether the coat protein, in forming
the icosahedral capsid, shapes an otherwise arbitrary
ensemble of secondary structural domains into an icosahe-
drally consistent constellation, or whether the tertiary
interactions of the RNA are alone sufficient to drive the
RNA into the icosahedrally consistent encapsidated con-
formation. Because of the relatively weak protein–RNA
interactions in TYMV, and in light of the other biochemical
and biophysical observations, the weight of the evidence
appears to favor the latter. This, however, implies that the
icosahedrally consistent organization of the RNA which we
find must ultimately be directed by the primary sequence.
Thus, the sequence of bases in the RNA must serve as both
a genetic and a structural code.
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RNA has been observed previously in other icosahedral
viruses by X-ray crystallography (Johnson and Rueckert,
1997). In bean pod mottle virus, nearly 20% of the
encapsidated RNA was seen as trefoil arrangements at 3-
fold axes in the particles (Chen et al., 1989), and in STMV,
more than 45% was seen directly as double-helical segments
centered on icosahedral dyads (Larson et al., 1998), and up
to 75% localized as stem loops (Larson and McPherson,
2001). Flockhouse virus, too, exhibited ordered duplex
RNA, which served a functional role as well (Fisher and
Johnson, 1993). With the exception of the association of
double-helical RNA with viral 2-fold axes, there is little
indication that the conformations of RNAs in icosahedral
plant viruses share a common conformation or pattern, such
as that seen here for TYMV. It is clear in every case,
however, that secondary structural elements, certainly
variable in detail, do appear in some periodic fashion and
are distributed in the virion in an icosahedrally symmetric
fashion.Table 1
Crystal, data, and refinement statistics
TYMV ATC
Temperature (8C) 173 173
Space group P6422 P6422
Unit cell a = b = (2) 511.5 511.4
c = (2) 303.8 304.3
No. of unique reflections 245,626 322,958
Maximum diffraction resolution (2) 2.9 2.9
Percent completion to 2.9 2 resolution 48.7 63.7
Percent completion to 3.5 2 71.0 79.6
R-factor before phase refinement (%) 28 32
R-factor after phase refinement (%) 27 28
A subunit (aa) 26–189 27–189
B subunit (aa) 1–189 1–189
C subunit (aa) 1–189 1–189
Average B factor (A) (22) 26.88 33.62
Average B factor (B) (22) 19.79 27.22
Average B factor (C) (22) 20.24 27.33Materials and methods
Virus preparation and crystallization
TYMV was prepared from infected Chinese cabbage as
described previously and was the same strain used for earlier
crystallographic analyses (Canady et al., 1995, 1996). To
prepare empty, RNA-free capsids, samples of native virus
solution were flash cooled in liquid nitrogen and then
allowed to thaw in a 37 8C waterbath. The procedure was
repeated six times for each sample. Empty capsids and
native particles were centrifuged on CsCl gradients with a
refractive index of 1.3608 for 24 h at 35,000  g in an
SW41 rotor, and virion-containing fractions isolated. Virus
was dialyzed twice against buffer for 24 h and then
concentrated to about 8 mg/ml (native TYMV) and about
4 mg/ml (ATC) prior to crystallization.
Crystals of both native TYMV and ATC were grown by
similar procedures and under the same conditions as
previously described (Canady et al., 1995, 1996). This
was by vapor diffusion against ammonium phosphate
solutions (1.0–1.7 M) buffered with 0.1 M MES at pH
4.4. Hexagonal bipyramids grew in about a week’s time and
were often greater than 1 mm between apices.
Data collection
Intact virus crystals were flash cooled after loop
mounting (Garmen and Schneider, 1997) by dropping them
into liquid nitrogen after exposure for about 1 min to a
mixture of 6 parts glycerol, 1 part precipitant, and 1 part
sucrose saturated water. ATC crystals were similarly flash
cooled but sucrose was omitted. Data from both nativeTYMV and ATC crystals were collected on beamline 5.0.2
at the Berkeley Advanced Light Source using an oscillation
angle of 0.258 and exposure times of 20–25 s. Data
reduction was carried out using Denzo and Scalepack
(Otwinowski and Minor, 1997). Flash-cooled ATC crystals
had a mosaicity of about 0.258, native virion crystals about
0.308. Unit cell characteristics as well as statistics for the
structure amplitudes are given in Table 1.
Difference Fourier maps
Measured structure amplitudes for both terms compris-
ing the Fourier difference coefficients allowed implemen-
tation of a strategy suggested by Johnson (Johnson and
Rueckert, 1997; Tsuruta et al., 1998). The refined models
for both the native TYMV and the ATC were used with the
corresponding experimental amplitudes jF¯obsjTYMV and
jF¯obsjATC to carry out independent phase refinement
(Rossmann and Arnold, 2001) of the structure factors F¯obs
for each of the two structures. With experimentally
determined phases, as well as measured structure ampli-
tudes, vector differences were formed for each hkl and
these incorporated in a F¯TYMV  F¯ATC difference Fourier
synthesis. Thus, in addition to a conventional scaler
difference map using phases calculated from the TYMV
model, vector difference Fouriers could be computed
which significantly enhanced the interpretability of the
difference electron density maps.
Difference Fourier maps were subjected to 15-fold non-
crystallographic averaging in real space using CNS
(Bru¨nger et al., 1998) and full-virion masks made with
MAMA (Kleywegt and Jones, 1994). The protein region
was removed by flattening within a mask created with
MAMA using a 2-2 radius around the atoms of the capsid
model. The maps were then presented graphically using the
program O (Jones and Kjeldgaard, 1994), and in minimap
format as transparencies using the program Xtalview
(McRee, 1999). Because difference Fourier maps were
S.B. Larson et al. / Virology 334 (2005) 245–254252averaged according to icosahedral symmetry, we were wary
of artifacts. A series of maps were computed using
randomized differences, randomized amplitudes with cor-
rect phases, and correct differences but randomized phases.
None of these maps showed distinctive features, but were
simply scattered patches of relatively diffuse density. The
maps based on randomized coefficients and phases were
different in character from those computed with correct
phases and differences, and showed none of the features we
observed in either the properly computed scaler maps nor
the vector difference syntheses.
Difference maps of TYMV-ATC that we generated were
successful in revealing icosahedrally ordered RNA for three
reasons. First, differences between two sets of observed
structure amplitudes, |F¯TYMV|  |F¯ATC|, removes reliance on
|F¯calc| which is derived from the protein capsid model.
|F¯calc| contains substantial errors due to model imperfec-
tion, approximately 0.20–0.25 the mean |F¯obs|, and the error
in differences, |F¯obs|  |F¯calc|, even larger. Second,
calculation of vector difference syntheses following inde-
pendent phase refinement of the two sets of structure
factors, F¯TYMV and F¯ATC, reduces model bias and yields
phases closer to their correct values (Johnson and Rueckert,
1997; Tsuruta et al., 1998). Finally, there are some
indications that the flash freezing process may have
promoted increased order of the RNA within the native
virion which made nucleic acid identifiable that otherwise
might have been too disordered.
Refinement procedures and programs
The structure of TYMV (PDB ID: 1AUY) (Canady et al.,
1996) from the Protein Data Bank (Berman et al., 2000) was
used as a starting model for refinement of the models based
on ATC and TYMV cryo-data. To compensate for unit cell
differences, the starting model was translated along the x-
axis so that its particle center was at x = 1/2 in the new unit
cell and the skew translation vector was similarly adjusted.
Single body (A,B,C trimer) rigid body refinement, followed
by three body (A, B and C subunits) refinement was then
carried out to compensate for particle shrinkage or
expansion in the new unit cells. This was followed by
simulated annealing with X-PLOR 3.851 (Bru¨nger, 1991,
1992; Bru¨nger et al., 1987). Models were further refined by
iterative cycles of conjugate gradient minimization and
manual rebuilding using the program O. Model quality was
evaluated using PROCHECK (Laskowski et al., 1993).
Initially, X-PLOR 3.851 was used to compute maps that
were then NCS-averaged with RAVE (Jones, 1992) for
rebuilding using protein masks made with MAMA. During
the latter steps of refinement, however, CNS was used for
averaging using automatically generated masks for bulk
solvent corrections and MAMA masks of the protein. Phase
refinement of the native TYMV and ATC structures was
carried out using the density modification routine of the
program CNS, beginning with the refined models for thecapsids. Following phase refinement, the R factors for
native TYMV and ATC electron densities were 0.27 and
0.28, respectively. Figures were made with the following
programs: 1 and 2, XtalView (McRee, 1999); 3, 4, and 5,
PyMol (DeLano, 2002); and 6, Persistence of Vision Ray
Tracer (POV-Ray).
Coordinates
Coordinates for intact TYMV and for ATC will be
submitted to the PDB upon publication.Acknowledgments
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